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(This is Programming Problem 13.6, with some helpful additional information.)
Implement the event-driven simulation of a bank having one teller, as described in Chapter 13. The

customers currently waiting in line at the bank are represented by an ordinary queue; the entries of this
queue are arrival events. We also need to handle customers who haven’t gotten in line yet (because the
current time is earlier than their arrival time), as well as departure events; hence we’ll use a priority queue
(sorted by time) to handle these kinds of events.

The input is a text file of arrival and transaction times. Each line of the file contains the arrival time and
required transaction time for a customer. The arrival times are ordered by increasing time.

The output of the program will be

• a trace of the arrival or departure events executed, one line per event, and

• summary statistics, consisting of the number of customers and the average time spent waiting in line.

Here are a few suggestions, points to ponder, and random thoughts:

1. If you carefully follow the pseudocode on pages 337–388, you shouldn’t have too many problems.
The key word is “carefully”. If you make a mistake with some of the little details, your program won’t
work. As an example of an easy place to mess up, note that there are two queues: an ordinary queue
that holds the customers who have gotten in line, and a priority queue that holds the event list. Make
sure that you don’t confuse the two of them.

2. While the text doesn’t say anything about how to implement the queue representing customers lined
up at the bank, it does tell you that the priority queue should have a linked-based implementation. I’m
going to loosen up this requirement; feel free to use whatever queue and priority queue implementa-
tions you want.

Suggestion: Use the queue and priority queue provided by the C++ Standard Template Library. Why
make extra work for yourself, re-implementing something that some very good programmers had
already done? But if you want to use another implementation, I won’t stop you. But if you choose to
face Vader, you will do it alone; I cannot interfere.

So now that I’ve convinced you to use the STL, your code needs to contain

#include <queue>

You can then use a priority_queue<Event> to store your priority queue of arrival and departure
events. This means that you’ll need to define an Event datatype. I wound up using a struct for the
Event datatype, having three data members (representing type, time, and length, as per Figure 13-7
on page 386) and a constructor (for the sake of convenience). In addition, if you’re going to maintain
a priority queue of Events, you’ll also need to define a < operation for Events; this will establish



which of two Events has the higher priority.1 By the way, your first (syntactically correct) attempt to
do this will most likely give a surprising result, which will make sense to you after a bit of reflection;
if you get stymied here, please talk to me as soon as possible.

3. As usual, there is a share directory (˜agw/class/datastr/share/proj4) for this project. It
contains the following goodies, which you may copy to your working directory:2

• proj4-skel.cc, a skeleton file containing a fully complete main() function, as well as
enough stubs for the file to produce an executable. Use this as the basis of your own proj4.cc
file.3 I’ve set this up to do command-line parameter parsing, so that

[janeuser@erdos proj4]$ proj4

reads the arrival event information from standard input, and

[janeuser@erdos proj4]$ proj4 data file

reads this information from the file named on the command line. (Only one file name is allowed,
and the program does The Right Thing when you ask it to open a non-openable file.)4

• Three data files. The file data-0 corresponds to the data found on page 382 and traced on
pages 384 and 386. The file data-1 corresponds to the data found on page 393 and traced on
pages 393 and 394. The events contained in the file data-2 are not sorted by increasing arrival
time; your program should report this as an error.

• A working version of the program, modestly called proj4-agw.

4. Your program is most likely correct when it gives the same results as mine does for the three data files
that are in the share directory. This means that early on, you should run proj4-agw on the three
data files, to see the results my program produces.

5. My solution only used one C++ file, rather than several files. That’s because I used the queue and
priority queue given by the STL. Admittedly, I defined an additional Event datatype, but it didn’t
seem worth having an additional header file for same. Your mileage may vary.

6. As mentioned above, this program is set up to read the arrival data from standard input when the
command line doesn’t give a datafile name. (Of course, this assumes that you define the fill()
member function correctly; but this isn’t all that hard to do.) This allows you to test out your program
on small data sets “on the fly”, without creating data files for same.

7. Please don’t hesitate to ask me questions, and don’t wait until the last minute to start asking them. I
made a few “dumb mistakes” when doing my own solution, and I’ll be quite happy to share further
insights with you.

1Failure to do this will produce a beautiful cascade of nearly-incomprehensible compiler error messags.
2I don’t need to tell you about project-specific working directories by now, do I?
3You may have noted that I’ve gone back to using the “.cc” filename extension.
4So now you’ll know a little bit about command-line parameter parsing in C++, as well has how to set up a program whose

input is taken from either standard input or from a file.
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Your submitted solution should consist of a clean typescript, containing the following:

• A listing of any C++ file that you wrote.

• Evidence of clean compilation, with the -Wall flag.

• Three executions of the program, once with each file data-0, data-1, and data-2.

Mail this to me in the usual manner, making sure to specify a valid return address with the -r flag.
Moreover, you should use doxygen comments, as usual, remembering to put your documentation tree

in the right place, which should be5 http://www.dsm.fordham.edu/ bovik/datastr/projects/final (Follow what
we did in previous programming assignments, adjusting things accordingly.) It might also be a good idea to
put some “internal” documentation into your code, depending on how transparent you think it is. Note that
my documentation may be found at

http://www.dsm.fordham.edu/ agw/datastr/doxygen/proj4,

if you want to simply use same.
Good luck!

5You do know that bovik is merely a placeholder by now, don’t you?
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